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keepIThome.com Receives Key Dave Ramsey Endorsement

It’s the American dream coming true, when one man can make a difference. Ed Lyman had the vision of
fighting against offshore interests by putting American technicians to work in a technology support
company that solves the everyday IT problems.

Aug. 12, 2009 - PRLog -- It’s the American dream coming true, when one man can make a difference.  Ed
Lyman had the vision of fighting against offshore interests by putting American technicians to work locally
in an online technology support company that solves the everyday computer problems of individual
customers and small to medium-size businesses. keepiThome launched July 1st to keep our dollars and
talents home in the U.S. where they belong.  

Almost immediately, the company started receiving recognition from multiple well-known and trusted
sources.  Celebrity financial guru and radio show personality Dave Ramsey recently took the unusual and
unique step of endorsing our new company.  Ed Lyman, owner and CEO of keepiThome’s parent company
Prince Technologies, says, “We are very proud to receive this key endorsement from Mr. Ramsey.  His
commitment to helping Americans manage their money and get out of debt is legendary, and we greatly
appreciate his public acknowledgment that we’re on the right track with the services we offer.” 

keepiThome is presently partnering with key service providers to compliment our service catalog.  Our
service launch has been very successful and the company is off to a great start.  Visit us at
www.keepithome.com, and do your part to help strengthen the American economy at home.

# # #

keepiThome is an online technology support company that solves the everyday computer problems of
individual customers and small to medium-size businesses. A counter-revolutionary measure aimed
squarely at the U.S.A. trend to send IT services offshore, keepiThome offers a cost-effective yet
risk-sensitive alternative to offshore outsourcing. Simply put, our objective is to harness American
ingenuity and passion in order to provide the most effective information technology services in the world.
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